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LA STORY
Founder of LA Kitchen Robert Egger shares his story
about changing lives through social enterprise.
BY ANNE FITZGERALD
CLUBSNSW EXECUTIVE MANAGER – MEMBER SERVICES
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“Dude, it’s a big deal this social
enterprise thing,” says Robert
Egger, founder and president
of LA Kitchen, to a group of us
who have just landed in LA
from Sydney.

Robert pioneered his new model during his 24-year tenure as the
president of the DC Central Kitchen, the country’s first community kitchen,
where food donated by hospitality businesses and farms was used to fuel
its nationally recognised culinary arts job training program. Since opening
in 1989, the Kitchen (which is a $12-million-a-year, self-sustaining social
enterprise) has produced over 35 million meals and helped 1500 men and
women gain full-time employment. The Kitchen operates its own revenuegenerating business, Fresh Start Catering, as well as the Campus Kitchens
Project, which coordinates similar recycling/meal programs in over 57
colleges and high school kitchens.
Now Robert is focussing on LA Kitchen, which is where I am – a massive,
two-storey processing kitchen (it goes for two blocks) that recovers locally
sourced, cosmetically imperfect fruits and vegetables for a culinary arts job
training program for people coming out of foster care and returning from

I have the privilege of joining the unique Insight and Innovation

incarceration. It was established in 2013 in North East Los Angeles and

Tour led by John Tully of Tully Heard Consulting, which involves 10

has gone from strength to strength, now operating Strong Food, a wholly

days visiting and exploring many new hospitality venues and trends

owned, for-profit subsidiary that hires training program graduates and

in the Pacific North West food & beverage belt of the USA – I know,

competes for food service contracts with an emphasis on opportunities to

tough job but someone had to do it!

serve healthy senior meals.

First stop is LA Kitchen, a social enterprise and food hub like no

This enormous food hub also leases out some 54 smaller kitchens to

other in the world. I am very keen to meet Robert Egger, who ClubsNSW

entrepreneurs producing vegan baby food, kale chips, French butter (ghee),

is bringing out to Australia in October to deliver a keynote address to

eggplant jerky and dehydrated apple strips, to name just a few. Many of

our Annual Conference, and I can’t wait to see what he is doing that is

these businesses are run by women and all offer internships, which then

so special.

creates a sustainable labour pool for the hospitality industry.

It is clear to me that Robert is a pioneer in his field and is passion

“Philanthropy is not a cheque – it is how you spend your money every

personified. As he says, he “has been pushing the envelope of social

day,” says Robert, who helps many not-for-profits understand their mission

change for the past 30 years”, driven by his personal loathing of not

and purpose and how to measure their impact. In a city like LA, which we

only food waste, but wasting human talent and individual opportunity.

associate with Hollywood and youth, “wrinkles are the new tattoos” says

Over many years, Robert has observed the impractical ways charities

Robert. He wants to see older people active and productive (as opposed to

have tried to assist an ageing population, the poor and homeless, and

being called by the pejorative term “seniors”) and create a new generation

those who have been imprisoned and in foster care. His strong moral

of entrepreneurs at the other end of the spectrum who can make money

compass has driven him to disrupt old models.

and do social good.
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Philanthropy is not
a cheque – it is how
you spend your
money every day.”
Robert talks about his success as “liberating people” through
employment, having ex-cons mixing with the elderly, the elderly mixing
with millennials; inter-racial, mixed religion and people from all walks of
life coming together. Intergenerationality and diversity, understanding and
acceptance, are paramount to the success of Robert’s business. On the
day we visited, we met Kevin, an African American ex-jailbird who recently
celebrated his first birthday in 31 years while doing a shift at LA Kitchen.
He was turning 50 but had spent the last 30-odd years in jail – now he has
been given a second chance to undertake fulfilling work and to celebrate
this milestone with his colleagues, as varied as they are. “Everyone is a bit
broken in here and we accept that,” says Robert.
Many of the messages and stories that Robert shares with our
group have strong relevance for our industry – there have been many
disappointments and Robert is passionate about owning and accepting
them and moving on. He had to use the power of influence over others to
get the food hub set up smack bang in the middle of LA, and he invests
much time fostering understanding and goodwill – something that the club
industry must do day-in, day-out to preserve our social licence to operate.
Robert is all about collaboration and he does so in an enthusiastic
and energetic fashion. Medical and social work interns are now actively
participating in LA Kitchen. These young people want to develop skills they
can apply for the betterment of the community. For example, in LA many
doctors have no choice but to discharge patients in areas where there is
no access to food, so these interns are identifying hospitals and clinics
and establishing agencies nearby that can support those who cannot feed
themselves and help them get the nourishisment they need to combat
specific illnesses and diseases.
There is much that Robert has to share with us as an industry.
We too serve our communities, we bring intergenerational and diverse
groups together, we employ people from all walks of life, and we treasure
collaboration and innovation. In a global sense, the club industry is as
unique as LA Kitchen, and I believe Robert has many new concepts worth
sharing with us to inspire us in new ways.
See you at ClubsNSW Annual Conference in October. ♣
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